CW DISTRIBUTION

CW Distribution
CW Distribution is Cloud ERP software that helps companies manage
their supply chain and logistics activities, including warehouse
management, inventory management, and order management (sales
and purchase orders), and integrate these activities with the company’s
financials and sales.

Key Benefits of CW DistributionS ERP:
 Tracking demand projections & sales forecast

 Improve Supply Chain Partners collaboration

 Tracking the slow-moving inventory

 Improve inventory system & control inventory
cost

 Providing quick response systems to all
stakeholders
 Integrated system & control on the
redundancy data
 Product code & labelling tracking for
controlling compliance issues
 Developing Enterprise Mobile Resource
Management.

Tel : 040 66206669
Mobile:+919849499111

 Improve seamless integration with suppliers’
systems
 Improve customer service satisfaction
 Integrate with Electronic Data Interchange (EDI)
and Warehouse Management System to improve
volume based with lead time delivery.
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Solutions
SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT:

PROCUREMENT MANAGEMENT:

Managing the ow of goods and services and
includes all processes that transform raw
materials into nal products. The active
streamlining of a business's supply-side
activities to maximize customer value and gain
a competitive advantage in the marketplace.
Automate work ow and speed transactions.
Improve eﬃciency across companies in the
supply chain.

Streamline procurement processes to reduce spend,
increase eﬃciency, and manage suppliers more
eﬀectively. Manages the evaluation, selection, and
creation of formal agreements with suppliers.
Manages ongoing supplier relationships and the
transactional purchasing of goods and services,
working with accounts payable to complete the
source-to-settle cycle by processing.

SALES ORDER MANAGEMENT:

WAREHOUSE MANAGEMENT:

Systems have the ability to automatically
create reminders for follow ups, schedule tasks
necessary to the sales process. Includes the
interacting enquiries, order placement, order
scheduling and then dispatching and invoicing
form the broad steps of the sales cycle.
Providing analysis reports to guide decision
making and strategy planning.

Ensure to improve its competitive advantage by
minimizing labor expenses, enhancing customer
service, improving inventory accuracy, increasing
exibility, and responsiveness. Help to determine
where to keep certain materials, products and
equipment to optimize the ow of your warehouse.
provides real-time data on your inventory through
barcoding, serial numbers and RFID tagging.

INVENTORY:

DISPATCH MANAGEMENT:

Process of ordering, storing and using of
inventory: raw materials, components and
nished products. Preparing the inventory
counts, multiple location management,
barcode-based packing, eﬃcient scrap
management, stock transfer option etc. Design
the order process ow and delivery to
customers in one step or several steps: picking,
packing, and shipping.

Ensure to automate the scheduling process with the
built-in scheduling criteria. Enable management to
quickly identify and assess emergency calls, alarm
triggers, service requests, and other causes for
concern. GPS integration subsequently ensures that
dispatch can pinpoint both the location and nature of
the problem

PURCHASED ORDER :
Reduce costs and improve vendor relationships
by automating and centrally managing global
purchasing processes. Ensure to access right
suppliers with Business Partners and End-users
for the selection of right material procurement.

Exceloid Other Solutions
CW HRMS | CW Manufacturing | CW Construction | IT Services
CW Analytics | CW Life Science | CW Retail | Agri Tech| FinTech
Infra Management Services

